
Hills 
Mini Headend (BC84469)

T R U S T E D  T E C H N O L O G Y

Key features
		2 separate signal inputs
	4 programmable VHF or UHF channel filters
	4 selective SAW cluster filters 
 (3 x 14MHz and 1 x 21MHz wide channels)
	Channel frequency conversion possible
	Adjustable gain control for each cluster filter
	Programmable via Remote control unit
	Small die-cast housing
	Suitable for Digital TV Block transmission signals

The main feature of the Hills Mini Headend is its ability to convert four incoming Terrestrial DTV 
clusters to alternative frequencies in the VHF-UHF Band. It’s four programmable VHF or UHF filters 
also have the ability to convert and/or amplify outgoing signals if required.

It utilises 4 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) cluster filters to give you the greatest conversion 
selectivity. By employing three, 2 channel wide (14MHz) and one, 3 channel wide (21Mhz) processors, 
off air signals can be ‘clustered’ and levels adjusted to equalise the output.

In the right application, it’s neat and compact design eliminates the need for excessive and 
expensive headend equipment. This unit is most effective where equalisation of the signal level is 
desirable before the launch amplifier to maximise headroom.

This unit is best used for small MATV designs such as motels, low-cost applications or 3-4 multi-
dwelling units. It is able to operate in both amplifier and frequency conversion mode at the same 
time and is perfect for installations where UHF struggles to pass through poor coaxial cable 
networks, by simply setting the output filters to convert UHF channels down to VHF channels.

The Hills Mini Headend is controlled and programmed via a hand-held programmer (BC84470) that 
is sold separately or can be loaned from Hills. You simply connect the device to the unit’s test port 
and follow the navigation through the available on-screen menus and prompts.



T R U S T E D  T E C H N O L O G Y

Applications
The Hills Mini Headend has two potential applications depending on your specific requirements:

FTA Only System
This unit enables VHF & UHF Terrestrial DTV signals to be input from either, one combination antenna 
or two separate band specific antennas. This allows for the signals to be redistributed to multiple 
outlets at once, without channel interruption between users via a conventional MATV system. These 
processes are all able to be controlled from one central management location.

FTA & DAB System
DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) is broadcast on channels 9 & 9A and cannot be modulated to a 
different frequency because of the limitations of DAB receivers. So it therefore becomes necessary 
to convert all VHF channel outputs into UHF frequencies. This will provide the necessary guard-band 
between the two, eliminating any possible interference.

Specifications
Input 1 2

Frequency Range 174-694MHz

Number of Band Pass Clusters

4 0

3 1

1 3

Filter Bandwidth (Channels)
14MHz / 21MHz

(3)     /       (1)

Gain 30dB

Cluster Gain Adjustment/Automatic 20dB/auto

Max. Input Level 105dBµV

Max. Output Level 114dBµV

Return Loss 10dB

Remote Power 14 VDC (100mA)

Outputs 1 x TV Output / 1 x Control Port

Power Consumption 13W

Operating Temperature -5°C to +50°C

Dimensions 238 x 152 x 55mm

Weight 1kg


